
Sent: Tuesday, l ' lb ly 2008 8:41 PM 
To: Adjudication 
Subject: EBAY AND PAYPAL 

I am a 6 year user of EBAY and want to protest in the strongest possible way about EBAY forcing sellers 
to use PAYPAL. 

This is clearly a revenue generating exercise for EBAY (who own paypal) and has nothing to do with 
customer safety. 

As a buyer I quite like PayPal because I can use my credit card to pay for things, and it's handy for 
overseas purchases - also it is free to use as a buyer. 

However as a seller I HATE PAYPAL because they charge ripoff fees. You are forced to pay a % of the 
money you receive, and PayPal can take the money back off you if they uphold a dispute against you. 
Also their exchange rate spread (buy/sell difference) is incredibly high. I also dislike the fact that as a 
seller I cannot stipulate whether I accept only debit cardIPayPa1 balance payments or all payments 
including credit card payments - credit card payments cost a lot more to receive. 

As a seller, unless I am selling overseas, I would NEVER accept PayPal. As it stands now, all my 
auctions must offer PayPal as a payment method, and I know most buyers will use it, because it's free to 
them. I am also not allowed by EBAY rules to charge back the extra costs to buyers, so the result will be: 
1) I will sell less on EBAY 
2) 1 will charge much higher postage and handling costs - way above actual postage, to cover the PayPal 
fees 

I have a feedback rating on EBAY of over 600 and am a very long time user. I feel what they are doing by 
forcing sellers to use PayPal is an abuse of their power and I would like it stopped. 
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John Dubos 
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